
BOOKING APPS 

Competitive 
Benchmarking

Positive aspects

Negative aspects
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Main emphasis on managing 

existing trips and singing in. 

I don’t think it needs to be the 

the main focus here unless you

are signed in with an upcoming

trip to view.

Clear, unencumbered CTAs for

the commonly used options.

Subtle background graphics, not 

too distracting but still lifts the 

page and highlights identity.

Clear, fixed navigation at the 

bottom of page for other options.
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Homepage
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Simple, large and clear form 

fields. White on grey contrast

works well. Pre-populated with

most commonly used Airport. 

Easily accessible suggested list of

most commonly used Airports.

* I don’t what “?” means though 

Clear references at top and 

bottom of the page as to where 

too are on the site. 

Search CTA is faded out until 

correct information is added 
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Booking Page
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Simple, legible dropdown, 

airports listed alphabetically in 

dropdown menu once field is 

clicked. 

The rest of the screen darkens to

keep your focus on choosing 

Airport 

Clear search results once you start

typing your search criteria. 
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Airport Selection
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Clean functional design. Keeping 

with tone by using brand red to

highlight date and greys & whites 

for the rest. 

Nice functionality that once you 

select your outbound date it 

automatically opens the returns

date calendar, one less click for 

user. 

Big and easy UI to add adults,

children and other options. 
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Date & Passenger Selection
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A bit of a cluster of information

here. I’m confused when I land 

on this page. Modify search is the

main thing my eye is drawn to. 

I don’t like the wording here: 

”Start reservation” 

Something like “Book now” or 

even just “Reserve”, I feel I’ve 

already started my reservation by

making all the previous selections

2
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Results page
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Homepage

Big and easy to locate primary 

CTA at the top of the page. 

The rest of this page is a bit 

cluttered and unclear. Is this a 

section for deals? The 

background image is a bit 

obtrusive and distracts from the

content making me a slightly 

overwhelmed even though 

there’s not that much content on 

on this screen. 
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Booking Page

Overall, nice minimal design and

layout, this time darkening and 

blurring graphic more so the 

options are more visible. 

The minimal design also raises 

some issues, to select “One Way”

you first have to tap “Return” 

which isn’t very obvious, sure it 

saves on space but could easily 

be missed. Same goes for 

Economy & Lowest price. 

I like this tabbed section. Nice use

of icons, clear journeys for 2 

different types of users, people 

who know where there going and 

people of what to browse 

locations  and discover best 

prices. 

A lot on this screen but I actually 

quite like it. Good place for the 

casual browser to scroll through 

some deals. Nice imagery with

clear pricing and messaging 
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Airport Selection

Clean, well spaced layout with 

clear options. 

I like the various options to find 

your destination including, A-Z, 

Nearby, Favourites and of course 

the most popular, Search. 

Nice feature to allow user to add

airpots to favourites. Useful if you 

travel to the same destination 

often or if you have a few 

different locations in mind that

you want to save and compare.

List selected favourites in action 
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Date & Passenger Selection

No indication that I now need to

select my return date. I may

believe that if I select another 

date it will change my going out 

day. 

Easy to see going out and 

returning dates. 

Clear dedicated screen to select

passengers, also gives you the 

options to select children and 

infants. 
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Results page

I like the layout of this screen in 

general. Nice feature where the

the day column size is bigger or 

smaller depending on price. 

I find this all very readable and 

digestible. Times and prices

layout out very clearly.

Clear indication of going out 

flight you’ve selected. 

Adding urgency to purchase but 

not too overwhelming. 

Again, just a really clear and 

concise layout of the summary.

Image of Amsterdam has been 

used in the background of the 

booking process throughout 

which is a nice touch and makes

it feel more personal. 
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Nice use of full screen strong 

photography before the 

homepage loads. Image changes 

depending on day you visit app. 

Relatively subtle and unobtrusive 

promotion 

Bottom drawer other options. 

This has the advantage over the 

Hamburger menu as your main

most important options are 

always visible as apposed to

everything being hidden. 

Bottom drawer in action 4 

3 

2
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Homepage
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Would not know the down arrow 

takes me back, I would use “X” 

instead or back arrow Instead to

avoid confusion 

Input fields on clear, solid white 

panel, standing out from 

background. 

Background image from previous 

page remains, keeping journey

consistent but not too intrusive. 

Clear, minimal and well spaced

out content. 

Nice attention to detail where the 

letters that match your search are 

shown in blue. 
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Booking Page & 

Airport Selection
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You can select Depart and Return 

date selection on the one page.

Once you pick you Depart date, a 

blue line animates to indicate you 

should now pick your return date. 

Wording also changes to “Choose 

a date”. This is done very well as

I’ve experienced apps that use

once screen Depart & Return 

date picker but it is sometimes

unclear that you can go ahead 

and pick return date

Nice highlight of date selection 

from depart to return date. 

Big, clear unmissable CTA. 

No option or information about 

booking for kids 
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Date & Passenger 

Selection
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Useful filter to sort your results,

like price, time etc. (see next 

screen). 

Don’t understand this. I tried to

click for more information but it 

doesn’t go anywhere. 

Nice feature to be able to filter

your results, haven’t see this on 

any other apps yet. Especially 

useful when there are a lot of

options.search results 

I don’t like the wording here: 

“Are you sure?” 

“Most Restrictions”

“Accept Restrictions”. 

Then the rest of the booking 

process also heavily continues 

trying to push you to upgrade on 

more than one occasion. 
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Results page
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Search is the main focus at the 

very top of the page. 

Simple “Dates” and “Guests” 

criteria below. 

Nice use of personalisation. 

Secondary options if users don’t 

use the search function and with

to explore. 

Nicely laid out cards to explore 

even further. 

Good use of space, using 

horizontal scrolling for more 

content without have to leave the

page. 

I prefer these menus at the 

bottom of the page for 2 reasons, 

they are easy to reach and don’t

hide the content behind a 

hamburger menu. 
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Homepage
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Nice use of “casual” language” 

No clutter or any distractions 

whatsoever, user is here to search 

and nothing else. 

This could be more obvious 

that you need to select your 

return date now. 

CTA is faded and not selectable 

until valid criteria is entered. 

Vey simply calendar with clear 

date selection. 

Unmissable CTA appears once all 

all info has been entered. 
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Location & Date Selection
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I didn’t realise at first that all the 

options on this page are now

related to my search because it 

looks exactly like the homepage.

I initially didn’t know where my

search results were. 

Strong visual hierarchy of

information. 

Great use of icons for visual 

representation. Breaks up text

heavy components and visually 

draws attention without user 

having to read everything. 
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Results Page




